Supporting document in respect of question 3.6 – Community Impact Assessment
Applicant’s qualification and reputation
1. The directors of the Applicant (Directors) completed Responsible Service of Alcohol
(RSA) training in 2017 when obtaining a restaurant licence for another entity Yuki In
the Hills Pty Ltd, a successful restaurant business and dining precinct in Aldgate.
2. The Directors have observed strict compliance of the Code of Practice under the
Liquor Licensing Act & Regulations with their existing business.
3. The Directors have demonstrated they are, and have been accredited as fit and
proper persons through their licensed Food & Beverage businesses in South
Australia. The Directors also run a similar restaurant business at Burnside (Yuki in
Burnside).
4. The Directors are pro-active licence holders with acute awareness of the liquor
licensing regulatory regime. The Directors and shareholders have been approved
previously by CBS, have no criminal history or other inappropriate conduct or record.
5. The Directors have a successful business history and proven reputation with the
associated business Yuki In the Hills and Yuki in Burnside.
Demographic consideration, familiarity and close proximity of approved premises
6. Yuki In the Hills, their original authentic and unique Japanese dining and cultural
experience, is well known and welcomed by the local residents in Aldgate and has
attracted substantial following in the surrounding suburbs in the Adelaide Hills areas.
It has also created positive economic benefits and job opportunities to the
communities in the Adelaide Hills.
7. On 2 September 2021, MIYUKI has received a letter from the Adelaide Hills Council
in support of the application for a Restaurant & Catering Licence (copy attachedi).
8. MIYUKI restaurant is the main key feature of the business, and MIYUKI LIFE will be
an adjunct to, but separate from, the restaurant, to be conducted in nearby premises.
9. Yuki In the Hills is only less than 5km away from the proposed licensed premises in
Stirling.

Safe and responsible supply of alcohol
10. The limited supply, in quantity and specific types of alcohol, and bespoke nature of
the proposed business is set out in the Application.
11. Comprehensive policies and procedures for responsible alcohol service and good
practice will be implemented by the Applicant (Note* these have been implemented in
the Applicant’s sister establishments and proven successful and effective).
12. The sale of limited specialised liquor in the proposed gift store will, in our submission,
have minimal impact to any demographic and/or profile within Stirling and the
surrounding areas.
13. The proposed gift store will have, in our submission, minimal (if any) and adverse
health impacts within the local community area, and is of a very low risk to the
community.
In summary, the Applicant submits that the grant of the licence will be in the public interest
and will benefit the local and broader community as a whole.
The sale, supply and consumption of liquor will be undertaken safely and responsibly,
consistent with the principles of responsible service and consumption of liquor, the
expectations of the public and regulatory authorities.
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Letter from the Adelaide Hills Council

